TOP HIGHLIGHTS IN SUMMER

FOR ACTIVE HOLIDAY-MAKERS

BREATHTAKING VIEWS
Gipfelwelt 3000 - Top of Salzburg | Kaprun
The Kitzsteinhorn summit station, at an altitude of 3029 meters, the highest point in Land Salzburg which can be reached comfortably by everyone – and offers unique views on two platforms. Tip: Free guided info tour with a National Park Ranger. Wed. – Mon. 15.05. – 09.09.2018, 10.30am + 1.00pm

PANORAMIC VIEW OF MORE THAN 30 3,000 m PEAKS
Schmittenhöhe – the adventure mountain | Zell am See
On the Schmitten in Zell am See visitors experience one of the most beautiful panoramic views and can enjoy the first „Art and Culture Mountain“ in Austria. Tip: 4 Lakes Art hike.

TECHNOLOGY MEETS NATURE
High Altitude Reservoirs | Kaprun
The outer wall of Mooserboden dam rises almost vertically to a height of 107 m and curves between rocks at either end to a total length of 500 m. A tour of the dam offers visitors a rare opportunity to become familiar with the interior of the construction. Tip: Inside wall tour.

THUNDEROUS WATER ADVENTURE
Sigmund-Thun Klamm | Kaprun
The melting glacier left a cut in the valley 32 m deep and 320 m long – with striking rock formations, eddies and whirlpools. Tip: Klammsee (Nature Study circular path).

PURE RELAXATION | Boat trips on Lake Zell | Zell am See
The panorama-cruise with the MS Schmittenhöhe promises fabulous views to the surrounding mountain panorama from Lake Zell. Lake crossings from Zell am See to Thumersbach. Tip: Enjoy special Austrian cakes in a deck chair on the sun deck.

FEEL AT HOME WITH THE VIEW TO THE GLACIER
Relaxing in the TAUERN SPA | Zell am See-Kaprun
Allow yourself relaxing moments in the 20,000 m² SPA Water & Sauna World: the 11 pools, 10 saunas & steam baths (incl. clothes-on saunas), 3 restaurants & bars, as well as a treatment area. Tip: Fri. until 10.00pm – cocktails served directly in the pool.

MAGIC MOMENTS | Magic Lake Show | Zell am See
Still alight even after the sun goes down. A spectacular ‘Magic Lake Show’ starring water, light, music & laser art. Tip: In addition, daily a small show every full hour between 1.00pm and 5.00pm. Free entrance!

HIKE FROM THE GLACIER TO THE LAKE
Altitude hike – Alexander Enzinger Weg | Kaprun
The high alpine hike starts at the Alpine Centre and follows an impressive trail with diverse alpine flora and an unique panoramic view. Walking distance approx. 4 h. Tip: Transfer WanderErlebnisbus Maiskogel. Adventure hiking brochure.

OVER THE MOUNTAINS ON TWO WHEELS
Mountainbiking | Zell am See and Kaprun
Zell am See-Kaprun is well-known for its diverse cycling paths, ranging from short, flat tours to challenging mountain ascents. Tip: Adventure cycling brochure.

COOL REFRESHMENT IN THE CRYSTAL CLEAR LAKE
Three lidos | Zell am See
Swimming in one of the cleanest lakes in Europe. Three lidos are based in the districts of Zell am See, Thumersbach and Seespitz. Tip: Solar heated swimming pool.

HIGH, CURVY DESTINATION
Großglockner High Alpine Road | Bruck/Fusch
This famous alpine road leads up to Austria’s highest mountain, the Grossglockner (3,798 m). 48 km high alpine road with 36 curves and an ascent to 2,504 m. Tip: Glocknerbus with National Park ranger as a tour guide – Reisebüro Vorderegger.

Information: www.zellamsee-kaprun.com, brochure ADVENTURE EXCURSIONS or brochure HOLIDAY INFO Summer – rubrics Weekly Programme and Events.
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